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FOREWORD 

In praise of play 

岛hcHAEL PuETT 

Always contextualize. Always historiciz巳. Always focus 0日 the particular and 

the specific. 古1巳se have become basic mantras in cultural anthropology, as well 

as the humanities in general. And with these mantras have come a d巳巳p suspi

cion of wide ranging comparative studies, and in particular a deep suspicio日 of

the general cat巳gories that undergird such comparative work. Terms like m严h,

ritual, and sacri且c巳 have come to be treated with 飞i\Tariness-as remnants of an 

earlier anthropology that had not yet shaken off its ethnocentric biases. 

This 阳m to cont巳xtualized studies, this focus on indigenous terminologies, 

has b巳巳n crucial for the 且eld. But th巳 co日current suspicion of comparative stud 

ies and comparative categories has come at a great cost. Long go日E ar巳 the

generalist studies that would define a topic-say, the gift-and then 巳xplore

the complexiti巳s of that activity through a comparative study of the different 

modes in which it has appear巳d across cultures. Such studi巳s ar巳 now o丘en seen 

as inherent甘 ethnocentric, since the categories are seen as being defined with 

implicit reference to a dominant (usually 飞Nestern and usually Christian) cul

ture, with the preconceptions of that culture then being superimpos巳d 0日 very

different practices. 

τhis is one of the reasons Roberte 丑amayon's Why we play: An anthropologi

cal stu今 is such an exciti口g and important study. Hamayon happily takes what 
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she calls a generalist approach-the approach that defined the great works of 

classical anthropology like Mauss' The g~凡 or Hubert and Mauss' Sacrifice. Th巳

approach, in other words, that is now so rare. 

Hamayon C巳rtainly agrees that the categories we have inherited from these 

classical works ne巳d to be rethought. Yet, h巳r response is 日ot to reject gen巳ralist

categories per se but rather to argue that we need a new one: play. 

As she argu巳S so persuasively, play has often occupied a minor role in an

thropological theorizing-even in th巳 heyday of g巳neralist, cross-cultural stud

i巳s organized around th巳mes. Play has b巳巳n de巳med th巳 non-s巳rious activity 

performed by children, or by adults in their leisure. Even if we do look at play, 

it has typically been seen as simply a less serious form of ritual. A lesser cousi口，

in oth巳r words, to the important activities that should be the focus of our an 

thropological analyses. 

So why have we failed to bring play fully into our studies? Hamayon argues 

that this is based on a latent set of associations trac巳able back to Christianity's 

r斗ection of th巳 Roman Circus Gam巳s and relat巳d forms of play. She then gen

eralizes the point. Forms of reliψous practice that emphasize belief in a single 

great dei咛 a dei可 that cannot be imitated, represented, played with-also 

巳ntail a r呼ection of play. The field of anthropolog只 she argues, implicitly carried 

on these same biases when we focused all of our en巳rgies on ritual at th巳 expense

of play, on the agon of the gi丘 as opposed to the play of gift-giving. 

To break down these biases, Hamayon b巳gins h巳r study with indigenous no

tions of play. Hamayon is one of the world’s leading authorities on the Buryat, 

and she accordingly begins her study here. Through a beautiful series of analyses, 

Hamayon explores Buryat u日d巳rstandings of play, Buryat performanc巳s involv

i口g play, and th巳 signi且cance of paradox in Buryat practices. 

卫1ese notions then b巳come th巳 basis for her larger theoretical and com

parative discussions-discussions that range across historical and ethnographic 

materials and 巳ven include studies in cognitive science. One of th巳 aspects that 

makes Hamayon's work so compelling and so power岛i is that she insists on the 

full implications of her g巳且eralizing approach: th巳 play of children, th巳 play of a 

shaman, and th巳 play of gift-giving are all treated as various manifestations of a 

comparable way of acting in th巳 world.

Th巳 resulting analysis proves, ironically (although o口E is tempted to say 

pr巳dictably), that it is precisely by n口f undertaking comparative studies that 

wear巳 most at risk of recapitulating our 巳th日oc巳ntric biases. It is on the con

trary through gen巳ralizing works such as these that we b巳gin to alter our 
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understandings. 飞Nhen reading 日amayon, one feels the excitement that 巳arlier

generations must have felt when r巳ading the great works of Mauss: through the 

generalized lens of a comparative anthropology, one reads basic practic巳s in new 

ways. 

So what happens when we take such a generalist approach to play? What 

happens when we see play not as a poor second cousin to ritual but rather as a 

fund am巳ntal way of human acting in the world? When we develop a且 anthro

pology that takes paradox and play as a starting point, rath巳r than as a secondary 

o均巳ct of a叫y白P

Beginning with the Buryat mat巳rial, and then continuing 丘om a compara

tive persp巳ctive, Hamayon notes th巳 overriding significance of the body in eve

rything 丘。m etymologies of th巳 notion of play to the practic巳s of play them

S巳lves. She then d巳velops a conceptual vocabulary to analyz巳 th巳 complexity of 

th巳se embodiments. Play, sh巳 argues, is a fundamental way of i口teracting with 

th巳 world, involving a fictional 丘ameworkwith values and possibilities different 

丘om 巳mpirical reality. Th巳 dimensions of play ar巳 then analyzed through the 

operations of imitation, abstraction, and inferenc巳一op巳rations through which 

huma且s dev巳lop the dispositions and attitudes required of particular mod巳s of 

being. 

The resulting 巳xploration forces a rethinking of the seemingly more s巳rious

activities of ritual or prayer or sacrifice. Far 丘om being a less s巳rious version of 

the same sort of thing as prayer and sacrifice, it turns out that play involves fun

damentally different 可pes of activities, implying differe口t types of relationships. 

Take, for example, Hamayon's reading of shamanic acts. By imitati且g the 

movements of animals, shamans create a fram巳 within which they also grant ex

istence to the relevant animals spirits. Within this frame, the shaman interacts 

with spirits in relationships of partn巳rships, albeit with the shaman as the more 

active partner. This is contrasted with the purely hierarchal relationships created 

through prayer and sacri豆c巳－

And this is also why, as Hamayon argues, play pleas巳S the spirits but dis

pleases God. Play builds a homology between humans and immaterial enti

ties something unacceptable to religions d巳且ned by a transcendent, non-imi

table deity. Hence the Christian opposition to play as being anythi且g other than 

children's games or adult leisure-an opposition, as we have se巳n, that leak吐

1日to anthropological theorizing as well. 

Hamayon's readings also forc巳 us to S巳巳 other dimensions of th巳 activities

that have becom巳 classical examples in the annals of anthropology. Take the gift. 
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Since Mauss we have focus巳d on the agon of the gi丘， on the 巳ndless competi

tive acts of gifting in ord巳r to best an oppon巳nt or render him submissiv巳： th巳

hierarchies created through the potlatch, the big men of the moka exchang巳， the

ranked relationships resulting from th巳缸la ring. But missing in such accounts 

is the play that underlies the practice of gift-giving. We hav巳巳xplored only one 

dimension of th巳 gift, and missed so many others. 

Or take luck. T1巳chniqu巳s of dealing with indeterminacy and randomn巳SS

involv巳 a且 inher巳nt elem巳nt of play-som巳thing that ca口 be traced through 

activities as seemingly diverse as hunting and divination. Hence the decision by 

the medieval Church in France to forbid games of chance: agai口， th巳 displeas

ure that God has with play. Looking at play opens n巳w ways of thinking about 

practic巳s that we have long known about but never explored fully. 

Or drama. Or even 且ction its巳l五卫1巳 list goes on. One of the exciting aspects 

of Hamayon's work is th巳 sh巳巳r volu日1巳 of activities that we are asked to think 

anew once we start exploring the worlds of play. 

Underlying all of thes巳 examples is the notion of play as a form of r巳ciprocal

interaction in which relationships to alterity are developed and worked upon. 

Suddenly,w巳 hav巳 a n巳w set of dimensions of human activity to analyze. Instead 

of rejecting our generalist categories of ritual and sacrific巳， we have another 

cat巳gory to work with. Moreover, it is a category that forces us to rethink our 

other 0日巳S

I mentioned above that the g巳neralist approaches of classical anthropology 

have b巳巳口 criticized for being overly based on ethnocentric co日ceptions. 卫1is is 

C巳rtainly in part true, as Hamayon has ar伊ed as well. But it is also important 

to remember that these generalist studies in anthropology have always b岳巳n

based upon indig巳nous understandings that were then expanded into broader, 

comparative cat巳gories. Hubert and Mauss’ study of sacri且ce may, in retrospect, 

hav巳 be巳n ov巳rly indebted to Christian und巳rstandings. But it was a study bas巳d

primarily upon Sanskrit theories. And the same can be said of all the major 

comparative studies of anthropology: the goal was always to begin 丘om in

digenous und巳rstandings and build comparatively from ther巳 to develop larger 

theoretical perspectives. 

日amayon is arguing that we need to return to such approaches. The way 

to develop our g巳丑巳ralist theories is to develop them further, as we continue 

our exploration of indigenous und巳rstandi口gs. The way to develop our general

ist categories is to dev，巳lop more, and to r巳think our earlier categori巳s accord

ingly. Hamayon has done this beautifully by beginning with indigenous Buryat 
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understandings, generalizi且g to comparable activities throughout the world, 

and 丘om there rethinking our larger anthropological categories in gen巳ral.

And, as wed巳velop our theories in a world of indet巳rminacy, play offers a 

powerful way of thinking about the work we ar巳 trying to do. 

Pl叩 in short, is an inherent dimension of human activity, and one that an

thropology needs to start taking very seriously. 


